Zhovkva

History
Zhovkva was founded in 1597 as a private fortified town and named Żółkiew after its founder,
one of the most accomplished military commanders in Polish history, hetman Stanisław
Żółkiewski. The city of Zhovkva received the privilege of Magdeburg right in 1603 from the king
Zygmund III Waza. With granting of Zygmund III Wasa’s Merit to Zhovkva in 1603, the economic
life of the city and suburbs revived, the crafts and trading started developing more rapidly. As
time passed, the town changed owners. After Żółkiewski family the city belonged to Daniłowicz
family, later to Sobieski family and to the Radziwiłł family. In the first half of the 17th century,
Zhovkva was transformed into a fortified town circumscribed by pompous stone ramparts. The
castle was built in 1594-1610 by the will of Hetman Stanisław Żółkiewski. Zhovkva reached its
prosperity during the reign of Yan III Sobieski. The king transformed the town into a major centre
of political and economic life of the 17th-century Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Over the
years Zhovkva passed into the hands of Jakub Sobieski. He took care of the town until his death
in 1737. After Jakub Sobieski's death, the town was inherited by his daughter Maria Karolina de
Bouillon, who later inherited Zhovkva to her cousin Michał Kazimierz Radziwiłł. Towards the end
of the 18th century, with the partition of Poland between Austria, Prussia, and Russia, Zovkva,
together with the entire new province of Galicia, became part of the Austrian domain. In the
interwar period the town remained within Polish borders. After the outbreak of World War II in
September 1939 Żółkiew was occupied by the Red Army. German Army occupied the town from
26 June 1941. During the war it lost most of its inhabitants.
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The first mention of the Jews in Zhovkva dates back to 1593. In 1600 Stanisław
Żółkiewski allowed to build a ritual bath, a brewery and kosher slaughterhouse. With time,
Jews received their own street called Żydowska (“Jewish”), passing through the Jewish
Gate – one of the four gates of the town. In the years 1648-1649, the community took part
in the defence of the town against Khmelnytsky’s Cossacks. Zhovkva quickly became an
important centre of Jewish culture. In 1640, with the permission of the owner of the town,
a yeshiva was established. King Jan III Sobieski allowed the Jewish community to run the
first Talmudic printing house in Poland. In 1635, Ruthenian Provincial Governor Jan
Daniłowicz authorised the construction of a defensive brick synagogue. The famous
synagogue was built in the years 1692-1698. King Jan III Sobieski allocated a grant for its
construction and in his honor the local Jews called it "Di Sobieski-szul". In the 18th and
the 19th centuries, the town lost its former significance, and the local Jews formed a
typical shtetl. In the mid-19th century, the fur industry began to develop, giving
employment to hundreds of Jewish workers. In 1931, Zhovkva was inhabited by about
3,000 Jews. In the first days of the occupation, the Germans set fire to the synagogue;
later they partially demolished it, partially converted it into a warehouse. The Jewish
community ceased to exist. The Soviet army entered Zhovkva on 23 July 1944. Depending
on the sources, it is assumed that only about 70 Jews from Żółkiewsk survived the
Holocaust.
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World War II

1941-1943

1941
June - German army entered the city;
1942
March - the first deportation action; about
700 Jews were transported by the Germans
to the death camp in Bełżec,
November 22-23 - the second deportation
action; about 1700-2400 Jews were deported
to the German death camp in Bełżec,
late autumn - creation of the ghetto,
1 December - creating a secondary ghetto;
1943
15 March - 6 April - final liquidation of the
ghetto. Most of the Jewish population was
shot in the Borek forest. Some of the ghetto
inhabitants were sent to the Janów camp in
Lvov.

Clara Schwarz Kramer - a Jewish woman born in Zhovkva,
who managed to survive the hell of the Holocaust. After the
war she emigrated to the United States. At the age of eighty,
Kramer decided to tell her story to Stephen Glantz and that is
how the moving book "Clara's War: One Girl's Story of
Survival" was written.
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March displacement action.
The testimony of Clara Schwarz Kramer
"On 25 March, every category-C man and his family was herded like swine down the
mansion-lined street that led to the train station. The cattle cars were waiting for them. The
Nazis were sending them to the camps. Mama saw it all. She told us that the streets were
red with blood. Those not moving fast enough were shot on the spot. From the balcony of
the biggest mansion on the street, the wife of the head of the Gestapo was pulling out her
hair and screaming, ‘Who will pay for this? Who will pay for all this?’ She knew there would
be a day of retribution. At least a dozen girls I knew from school were on that transport. I
didn’t know how to begin to mourn them. Sooner or later everyone would share the same
fate as that of the category Cs."
Source: C. Kramer, S. Glantz, Clara's War: One Girl's Story of Survival, HarperCollins e-books, pp. 33;
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November displacement action.
The testimony of Clara Schwarz Kramer
"There were rumours of an akcja–a mass deportation or a slaughter. I don’t know
where the rumours started or how they got to us. The town was full of rumours. Mr
Patrontasch was an insomniac and seemed never to sleep at all. One day, 22
November, when we were still at the Melmans’, I woke up to Mr Patrontasch
screaming, ‘Get ready! I just saw two trucks and the Gestapo and the Jewish Police!
From Lvov! They’re heading into town.’ While we scrambled to wake up and put on our
shoes, he ran out again and came back just a moment later. ‘It’s an akcja! They’re
driving us up the street!’ I heard gunshots and the Gestapo running and yelling. Mr
Melman ran out to warn his friends, the Britwitzes next door. They were sitting at their
table, eating breakfast. They also had a bunker, but the Gestapo was already banging
on the front door. Mr Britwitz held his front door closed with his body until the family
had time to hide. Then he let go and started running down the street away from the
house. The Gestapo shot him, but his family was safe. Mr Melman was lucky to get
out and safely slip back into his own house undetected. We didn’t have time to run to
the hiding place in the factory. Instead we all crawled through the bedroom trapdoor
to the tomb under the Melmans’ house. The darkness was suffocating. We couldn’t
burn the candles we had stored; there wasn’t enough oxygen to keep them lit. I had
never sat in the bunker even for a minute while digging. I wasn’t prepared for the
closeness, the terrifying darkness and the smell of damp earth I inhaled with the thick
air. As the bunker heated up with the warmth of ten bodies, my pores opened and
sweat soaked my clothes until they clung to me, like a second skin. We stayed there
for two days, with no pail for our refuse, a few pieces of bread and a little water. There
wasn’t room enough to move. When things seemed calm upstairs, Mr Melman and Mr
Patrontasch crawled outside to see what was happening. They scrambled back after
just a few minutes. The akcja was still on. They had killed Mr Lockman, a neighbour
who tried to escape. We sat another night in the bunker. At dawn, Mr Patrontasch’s
younger brother Laibek walked by the house. He knew we were in here and whispered
that it was over and that the train had left already. We sat for another hour to be sure
before going out."
Source: C. Kramer, S. Glantz, Clara's War: One Girl's Story of Survival, HarperCollins e-books, pp. 37-39;

Fragment of an account by Clara Schwarz Kramer about the
liquidation of the ghetto
"It’s the 20th century. It’s unbelievable. They pulled trucks below a
window and threw the people and children into the trucks. Some of
the Gestapo were using axes. One of them hacked to death Nusick
Lichter, a 12-year-old boy, a nephew of the Patrontaschs. The rest of
the Jews were herded to one street."
Source: C. Kramer, S. Glantz, Clara's War: One Girl's Story of Survival, HarperCollins e-books, pp. 65 ;

A burial place for exhumed remains of the
Jewish community, which were found after
the war in various places in the town.
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